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We present an extraction of Vcb from a lattice calculation of the B¯ → D
∗
lν¯ decay matrix elements. We obtain
|Vcb|
√
τB
1.49ps
= 0.037+3 +5
−3 −5 from a single parameter fit to the new CLEO data.
1. Introduction
The B¯ → D∗lν¯ decay proceeds via the specta-
tor process whereby the bottom quark in the B
meson decays, through the weak interaction, to
a charm quark forming a D meson; the common
light quark ( u or d ) takes no part in the interac-
tion. Thus the current matrix element is directly
proportional to the Cabbibo Kobayashi Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element Vcb.
The vector and axial vector current matrix ele-
ments can be parametrised in terms of four form
factors, hi’s, which are independent of the meson
masses :
〈D∗(v′, ǫ)|V µ|B¯(v)〉√
mjmi
= ihV (v · v′) ǫµνλσ ǫ∗νv′λvσ
〈D∗(v′, ǫ)|Aµ|B¯(v)〉√
mjmi
= (1 + v · v′)hA1(v · v′)ǫ∗µ
− ǫ∗ · v{hA2(v · v′)vµ + hA3(v · v′)v′µ}, (1)
where v and v′ are the meson four-velocities. In
the limit of infinite heavy quark mass these form
factors, and those of the associated B¯ → Dlν¯ de-
cay, are related through an exact spin-flavour
symmetry to a single universal function ξ(v · v′),
the Isgur-Wise function [1].
2. Calculation Details
We use a 243 × 48 lattice at β = 6.2. This
corresponds to an inverse lattice spacing a−1 =
2.73(5) GeV [2]. This calculation is based on
60 SU(3) gauge field configurations with quark
propagators generated using an O(a) improved
fermion action [3].
We compute the three point correlators using
the standard source method [4] choosing t = 24 as
the extension point. We then symmetrize about
this point using Euclidean time reversal. Ma-
trix elements are obtained by fitting to the form
of the three point correlator at large Euclidean
time with meson energy factors constrained to
values from two point correlator fits. We use a
local, O(a) improved, weak current of the form
b¯(1− γ5)γµc and rescale this to the continuum
using the renormalization constants ZV and ZA.
These preliminary results are for degenerate
‘bottom’and ‘charm’ quarks, κQ′ and κQ =
0.12900, and for three values of the light quark
mass, κq = 0.14144, 0.14226 and 0.14262. We
give the B meson lattice momentum (0, 0, 0) and
(1, 0, 0) and inject up to
√
4 units at the current
operator, the corresponding v · v′ lie between 1.0
and 1.3. Statistical errors are calculated using
a bootstrap procedure for 100 samples. Correla-
tions between timeslices are taken into account.
3. Axial Vector Form Factor
In the infinite heavy quark limit the axial vec-
tor form factor, hA1 , is exactly the Isgur-Wise
function, ξ(v · v′). For finite heavy quark mass
there exist two sources of symmetry breaking; ra-
diative corrections, R, from renormalization of
the heavy quark current by hard gluon exchange,
and power corrections in the inverse heavy quark
mass :
hA1 = ( 1 +R+O(
1
mQ
) · · · ) ξ(v · v′). (2)
The radiative corrections are perturbative
QCD corrections and hence can be evaluated an-
alytically in a model independent way. We calcu-
2Figure 1. Axial vector form factor
late these using Neubert’s short distance expan-
sion of heavy quark currents [5]. The corrections
proportional to inverse powers of the heavy quark
mass are non-perturbative. They are model de-
pendent. However, Luke’s theorem [6] demands
that O( 1
mQ
) corrections to hA1 vanish at zero re-
coil leaving corrections of O( 1
m2
Q
); see [7].
We can define the radiatively corrected axial
vector form factor, hRA1 , as :
hRA1 =
hA1
(1 +R)
= ξ(v · v′). (3)
We use the BSW [8] parametrisation of the
Isgur-Wise function :
ξρ(v · v′) = 2
1 + v · v′ exp {(2ρ
2 − 1)1− v · v
′
1 + v · v′ } (4)
and perform a two parameter fit of the radiatively
corrected axial vector form factor, ZA
−1hRA1 , to
the BSW type model :
ZA
−1hRA1 = s ξρ, (5)
where ρ2 is the slope parameter at zero recoil and
s = ZA
−1; using ξ(1) = 1 from heavy quark sym-
metry. Figure 1 shows a fit to our data for our
heaviest light quark mass.
4. Axial Vector Current Renormalisation
The value of ZA obtained from the above fit will
contain O( 1
m2
Q
) corrections. Figure 2 shows a plot
of ZA for a range of non-degenerate heavy quark
Figure 2. Renormalization constant ZA
kappa values; the ‘bottom’ quark at κQ = 0.12900
and 0.12100, four ‘charm’ quark masses and the
light quark at κq = 0.14144. The consistency of
values suggests that that ZA is at most only a
weak function of the heavy quark masses. This
is particularly important when studying ratios of
form factors [7]. ZA appears to have a value of
around 1.1.
5. Extraction of Vcb
The differential decay rate for B¯ → D∗lν¯, Γ,
can be expressed in the form :
f(Γ
B¯ → D∗lν¯) = |Vcb| ξ(v · v′) = s ξρlat . (6)
We extract Vcb from a one parameter fit, s, of the
experimental data to our two parameter ‘BSW ’
model constraining ρ2 to ρ2lat, the value of ρ
2 ob-
tained from our fit to ZA
−1hRA1 .
Before extracting Vcb we extrapolate the light
quark mass to the chiral limit and obtain ρ2lat =
1.1+5
−5. Figures 3 and 4 show Vcb fits to the new
CLEO [9] and new ARGUS [10] data respectively.
We obtain from the fit to the CLEO data :
|Vcb|
√
τB
1.49ps
= 0.037+3 +5
−3 −5, (7)
where τB is the lifetime of the B meson. The
first set of errors are due to experimental uncer-
tainties while the second are due to uncertainties
in our lattice determination of ρ2. The value of
Vcb obtained from a fit to the ARGUS data is in
excellent agreement.
3Figure 3. Vcb fit to CLEO data
Figure 4. Vcb fit to ARGUS data
6. Vector Form Factor
Finally Figure 5 shows a plot of the radiatively
corrected vector form factor, hRV , for our heaviest
light quark mass. hV is not protected by Luke’s
theorem and contains large O( 1
mQ
) corrections.
Correcting for ZV from our study of the B¯ → Dlν¯
decay matrix elements [11], we observe O( 1
mQ
)
corrections of 30− 40 %. This is consistent with
Neubert’s predictions [12].
7. Conclusions
We have determined Vcb from a lattice compu-
tation of the B¯ → D∗lν¯ form factors. This value
is in good agreement with other estimates; in par-
ticular with our value obtained, assuming heavy
quark symmetry, from the B¯ → Dlν¯ decay [13].
Figure 5. Vector form factor
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